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After the discovery of J/ψ in 1974, the 
potential model was proposed, which can 
describe charmonium very well, like the
Cornell potential

The success of potential model makes people The success of potential model makes people 
believe its legitimacy in describing meson mass believe its legitimacy in describing meson mass 
spectrum, especially in heavy sector  spectrum, especially in heavy sector  

I. IntroductionI. Introduction
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CharmoniumCharmonium spectroscopy: experimental spectroscopy: experimental 
measurements measurements vsvs theoretical predictions.theoretical predictions.
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Many resonant states predicted by Many resonant states predicted by 
potential model were confirmed by potential model were confirmed by 
experiments in the past decadesexperiments in the past decades

Nevertheless, the QCD does not rule out Nevertheless, the QCD does not rule out 
the existence of sothe existence of so--called called ““exoticexotic”” states, states, 
that is that is hadronichadronic states other than regular states other than regular 
meson and baryon, like meson and baryon, like glueballglueball, hybrid, , hybrid, 
multiquarkmultiquark state, etc.state, etc.
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BB-- and Charmand Charm--factories provide large factories provide large 
dataset for studying the charm and beauty dataset for studying the charm and beauty 
hadrons, which enables even the study of hadrons, which enables even the study of 
exotic states feasibleexotic states feasible

Exotic states study may shed light on the Exotic states study may shed light on the 
nature of nonnature of non--perturbativeperturbative interaction and interaction and 
enrich our knowledge of enrich our knowledge of hadronhadron physicsphysics
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Puzzles: we bump into the exotic state eraPuzzles: we bump into the exotic state era

The discovery of X(3872) in 2003 exhibit unusual The discovery of X(3872) in 2003 exhibit unusual 
properties which canproperties which can’’t be explained as conventional t be explained as conventional 
charmoniumcharmonium statestate

There were many models being proposed for the There were many models being proposed for the 
interpretation of X, the most popular ones includeinterpretation of X, the most popular ones include

II. Experiment RealitiesII. Experiment Realities
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Soon after X(3872), a series of new hadronic structures, 
like Ys, were observed by different experiment groups
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According to the production mechanism, According to the production mechanism, 
the newly found the newly found charmoniumcharmonium--like states X, like states X, 
Y, Z can be categorized in four groups: Y, Z can be categorized in four groups: 
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They are unexpected states

These statesThese states’’ quantum number, mass, and quantum number, mass, and 
decay patterns make them unlike the decay patterns make them unlike the 
conventional conventional charmoniumcharmonium statesstates

Via ISR method, many        states were Via ISR method, many        states were 
discovered, by this method the final state has discovered, by this method the final state has 
the same quantum number with photonthe same quantum number with photon

1 − −
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Y(4260), Y(4360), Y(4660), their mass are much Y(4260), Y(4360), Y(4660), their mass are much 
higher than open charm threshold, while decay higher than open charm threshold, while decay 
patterns are not as same as usual statespatterns are not as same as usual states

Z(4433) has electric charge, which is obviously Z(4433) has electric charge, which is obviously 
exotic states with hidden charm exotic states with hidden charm 

How to understand these unusual structures How to understand these unusual structures 
becomes a hot topic currentlybecomes a hot topic currently
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III.CharmedIII.Charmed BaryoniumBaryonium、、Hybrid   Hybrid   
and and GlueballGlueball

In In baryoniumbaryonium scheme             can be taken as scheme             can be taken as 
basis vector, one can make up four baryonbasis vector, one can make up four baryon--
antibaryonantibaryon configurationconfiguration

Due to the spin structure of Fermions, many Due to the spin structure of Fermions, many 
fine structures exist naturally, then it may fine structures exist naturally, then it may 
explain why there exist so many         statesexplain why there exist so many         states

c cΛ −Σ

1 − −

BaryoniumBaryonium
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Y(4260) is treated as loosely bound Y(4260) is treated as loosely bound 
state of state of Lamda_cLamda_c and anti and anti Lamda_cLamda_c

Imitate the Imitate the isospinisospin for proton and   for proton and   
neutron, introducing Cneutron, introducing C--spinspin

QCFQCF，，PLB2006PLB2006，，JPG2008JPG2008
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Heavy flavor Heavy flavor hadronhadron contains both contains both 
heavy and light quark, so it has heavy and light quark, so it has 
heavy quark symmetry and heavy quark symmetry and chiralchiral
symmetrysymmetry

In order to deal with baryon antiIn order to deal with baryon anti--
baryon bound state, we exploit the baryon bound state, we exploit the 
Heavy flavor Heavy flavor chiralchiral perturbation perturbation 
theorytheory

Heavy hadrons properties:
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Heavy flavor Heavy flavor chiralchiral perturbativeperturbative theory   theory   
collecting both heavy and light collecting both heavy and light 
properties of quarks in the hadrons, properties of quarks in the hadrons, 
which extend which extend chiralchiral perturbation  perturbation  
theory to heavy sector                                       theory to heavy sector                                       

In terms of Heavy flavor In terms of Heavy flavor chiralchiral
perturbation theory, we make use of perturbation theory, we make use of 
the method of treating NN potential to the method of treating NN potential to 
extract potentialextract potential
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In dealing with the light meson systemIn dealing with the light meson system

Lagrangian
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LagrangianLagrangian containing heavy quarkscontaining heavy quarks

ch

Yan, Cheng, Cheung, Lin, Lin and Yu, PRD, 1992, 1993Yan, Cheng, Cheung, Lin, Lin and Yu, PRD, 1992, 1993
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Expand the above Expand the above LagrangianLagrangian we obtain what we obtain what 
is relevant to our problem:is relevant to our problem:

We may get the two body scattering amplitude, We may get the two body scattering amplitude, 
and then doing the nonand then doing the non--relativistic expansion relativistic expansion 
and and spinorspinor reductionreduction

4
4 .

2
gL H c
f μ
π

π
++−

+ +−
= Σ ∂ Λ +
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In terms of heavy quark In terms of heavy quark chrialchrial perturbativeperturbative
theory, following steps are necessarytheory, following steps are necessary

1) Compute the scattering amplitude, defined in terms of 
the S matrix element

2) Perform the non-relativistic limit and including 
form factor

3) Obtain the potential V(r) via the Fourier transform

4) Solving Schrodinger Equation
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Contribution to potentialContribution to potential

Due to Due to isospinisospin conservation in strong conservation in strong 
interaction, the potential is generated at interaction, the potential is generated at 
loop levelloop level

In principle all terms at the fourth order In principle all terms at the fourth order 
should be includedshould be included

The basic diagrams are:The basic diagrams are:
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After a lengthy calculation, one finally obtain the         potential  

Chen and QCF, Chen and QCF, ArxivArxiv: 1102.3487 : 1102.3487 
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The         potential beheaves like 
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With the obtained potential, by solving Schrodinger equation 
one can readily get          baryonium eigenvalue of 
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The binding energies for           and           systems go like

In all:  the heavy In all:  the heavy baryoniumbaryonium may really exist!may really exist!
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In the framework of QCD Sum Rules, In the framework of QCD Sum Rules, 
the twothe two--point correlation function readspoint correlation function reads

CharmoniumCharmonium HybridHybrid

QCF, Tang, QCF, Tang, HaoHao and Li,  arXiv:1012.2614and Li,  arXiv:1012.2614

Here, the interpolating current J goes likeHere, the interpolating current J goes like
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The typical diagrams concerned about areThe typical diagrams concerned about are
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After taking the standard QCD Sum After taking the standard QCD Sum 
Rule procedures, we obtain:Rule procedures, we obtain:
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The above theoretical predictions may The above theoretical predictions may 
confront to the experimental data now  confront to the experimental data now  
or later    or later    

In the end we obtain the masses of 1In the end we obtain the masses of 1----
charmoniumcharmonium hybrid and hybrid and bottomiumbottomium hybrid, as:hybrid, as:
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In recent years, BESII and III observe In recent years, BESII and III observe 
hadronichadronic structures around protonstructures around proton--
proton threshold, like X(1835), X(1859), proton threshold, like X(1835), X(1859), 
X(2120) and X(2370)X(2120) and X(2370)

Possibly, the X(1859) is a protonPossibly, the X(1859) is a proton--proton proton 
bound state, or a bound state, or a glueballglueball, or a mixture , or a mixture 
of exotic state with other regular statesof exotic state with other regular states

GlueballGlueball

HaoHao, QCF and Zhang, Phys.Lett.B642:53,2006  , QCF and Zhang, Phys.Lett.B642:53,2006  
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We calculate the mass of 0^We calculate the mass of 0^--+ triple+ triple--
gluon state in the framework of Sum  gluon state in the framework of Sum  
Rules Rules 

The mass lying between 1.9 to 2.7 The mass lying between 1.9 to 2.7 GeVGeV, , 
which is in the energy region of BES which is in the energy region of BES 
newly found structures newly found structures 

Our calculation favors the Our calculation favors the baryoniumbaryonium--
glueballglueball mixing picture for BES mixing picture for BES 
observationobservation
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In the framework of QCD Sum Rules, In the framework of QCD Sum Rules, 
the twothe two--point correlation function readspoint correlation function reads

Here, the interpolating current J goes likeHere, the interpolating current J goes like
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The typical diagrams concerned about areThe typical diagrams concerned about are
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After taking the standard QCD Sum Rule After taking the standard QCD Sum Rule 
procedures, we obtain the mass of triple procedures, we obtain the mass of triple 
gluon gluon glueballglueball is about 2 is about 2 GeVGeV
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IV. SummaryIV. Summary
Our calculation in heavy baryon Our calculation in heavy baryon chiralchiral theory favors theory favors 
the existence of heavy the existence of heavy baryoniumbaryonium

The potential sensitivity on coupling constants and The potential sensitivity on coupling constants and 
energy cutoff in our calculation looks unnatural and energy cutoff in our calculation looks unnatural and 
asks for further investigationsasks for further investigations

One should also investigate the potential while two One should also investigate the potential while two 
baryonbaryon--like like triquarktriquark clusters clusters carrrycarrry colors colors 

The tough and confusing annihilation channel effect The tough and confusing annihilation channel effect 
on the heavy on the heavy baryoniumbaryonium potential should be clarifiedpotential should be clarified
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We recalculate the 1^We recalculate the 1^---- charmoniumcharmonium hybrid in the hybrid in the 
framework of QCD Sum Rulesframework of QCD Sum Rules

The The trigluontrigluon condensate contribution is taken into condensate contribution is taken into 
account, and we find it is necessary to attain a stable account, and we find it is necessary to attain a stable 
hybrid masshybrid mass

The correct interpolate current is employed in our The correct interpolate current is employed in our 
calculationcalculation

The predicted hybrid mass lying in 4.52GeV, hence The predicted hybrid mass lying in 4.52GeV, hence 
neither of the Y(4260), Y(4360) and Y(4660) states neither of the Y(4260), Y(4360) and Y(4660) states 
could be a pure hybrid sate could be a pure hybrid sate 
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We calculated the triple gluon We calculated the triple gluon glueballglueball
mass, and found it lies in the region of mass, and found it lies in the region of 
BES recently observed structuresBES recently observed structures

The relation between The relation between glueballglueball, hybrid , hybrid 
and and baryoniumbaryonium with the exotic with the exotic 
structures observed in experiment structures observed in experiment 
deserves more investigations deserves more investigations 
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Thank for your attention! Thank for your attention! 

http://tupian.hudong.com/s/%E5%8B%83%E6%9C%97%E5%B3%B0/xgtupian/1/1
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